THE MOONS OF C.M.S.
A Poem for Mrs. Trela

A special woman,
caring and kind.
Another like her,
no one could find.

Everyday she would greet us,
with her happy, caring smile.
Who were we to know,
it wouldn't last for a while.

The news hit us hard,
most were in shock.
Some were in tears,
all hearts were like rock.

I could not cry,
the tears would not come.
I wanted them to,
but my body was numb.

As it slowly sinks in,
the tears start to pour.
I keep asking myself,
Why her? What for?

She taught us to be responsible,
she taught us to try.
She taught us to believe in ourselves,
and now we must cry.

We cry for the love,
which she gave to all of us.
It is because of that love,
that we make such a fuss.

But a fuss MUST be made,
it's our turn to give.
She gave us her all,
and yet she did not live.

Self-Importance is the lesson,
which meant the most to me.
Her spirit is with us right now,
so let it always be.

by Lindsay Macdonald in honor of Faith Trela my teacher and friend
We, the eighth grade class of 1994 dedicate this yearbook in loving memory to our ducky teacher, Mrs. Faith Trela. She spent twenty great years at the Concord Middle School as an extraordinary teacher and a wonderful friend. Mrs. Trela will be missed by all and never be forgotten.
Dedication to Mrs. Horne

We, the eighth grade class of 1994, dedicate this yearbook to Mrs. Betty Horne. She served as the secretary for the Peabody Building and has served the people of the Concord Middle School for twenty-nine years. Through the years, she has been there for us when we needed her to lend us money for lunch when we forgot, to let us use the phone when we needed to, and most of all, to be a friend to all of us. She was always there for us "little brats", and we cannot forget her, for she was a part of our lives. We all hope she has a happy and enjoyable retirement. We will miss her dearly.
Mrs. Horne
Secretary

Mrs. Spooner
School Nurse and Secretary

Mrs. Holley
Secretary

Mrs. Hesse
School Nurse
"Diamonds are Forever"
WHAT YOU THINK OF DURING CLASS???

WHY IS THE CLOCK GOING SO SLOW?
WHY ISN'T IT FRIDAY?
WHAT'S FOR LUNCH?
WHEN DOES THIS PERIOD END?
WHEN DO I GET TO GO HOME?
HOW MANY DAYS LEFT OF SCHOOL?
ANYTHING BUT WHAT I'M SUPPOSED TO
OPPOSITE SEX
SLEEP
DO WE HAVE HOMEWORK?
SHOULD I BE LISTENING?
VACATION
SPORTS
PHONE CONVERSATIONS
SUMMER
I FORGOT MY HOMEWORK!!!
PLEASE DON'T CALL ON ME!
HUH?!?!?
WHAT AM I DOING AFTER SCHOOL?
I AM SO TIRED!
IT'S SNOWING!!!!
THIS TEACHER IS SO BORING!
ONLY ?? MORE MINUTES LEFT!!!
FRIENDS
"BLA, BLA, BLA"
WHAT DO I HAVE NEXT?
SOCIALIZING
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
MUSIC
6th Grade Spaghetti Dinner Dance
QUIZ: ARE YOU A GOSSIP?

ONE WHO CHATTERS OR REPEATS IDLE TALK AND RUMORS, ESPECIALLY ABOUT OTHERS' PRIVATE AFFAIRS

1) WHILE IN THE BATHROOM STALL, YOU OVERHEAR TWO PEOPLE TALKING. ONE IS PLANNING ON DITCHING HIS/HER BEST FRIEND. YOU FEEL BAD FOR THE FRIEND. SHOULD YOU:
   A) Send an anonymous note warning the person of his/her fate.
   B) Pop out of the stall threatening to expose their secret.
   C) Leave the bathroom quietly and tell yourself that they will work it out.

5) YOU FOUND A NOTE UNDER THE TABLE IN SCIENCE CLASS. IT CONTAINS TONS OF JUICY INFO ON THE LATEST GOINGS-ON. YOU KNOW MANY PEOPLE WHO WOULD DRAW BLOOD FOR THIS NOTE. YOU DECIDE TO:
   A) Tell some people. A few can't hurt.
   B) Make 50 copies and stick them all over the school.
   C) Post it on the bathroom wall and make a copy for future use.

2) YOU'RE RIDING HOME FROM SCHOOL ON THE BUS AND JUST HAPPEN TO OVERHEAR SOMEONE BLABBING THE DETAILS OF THEIR LAST DATE. YOU:
   A) Spill it to 20 of your closest friends.
   B) Tell only your best friend.
   C) Don't tell anyone. It's none of your business.

6) YOU GO INTO THE LOCKER ROOM AFTER SCHOOL AND ACCIDENTALLY SEE BETTY MAKING OUT WITH SOMEONE OTHER THAN HER BOYFRIEND. YOU KNOW IF HE EVER FOUND OUT, HE'D HAVE A HISSY FIT. YOU DECIDE THIS IS A GREAT TIME TO GET REVENGE ON BETTY FOR ALL THE MEAN THINGS SHE DID TO YOU. YOU:
   A) Pull out your handy camera and capture the Kodak Moment.
   B) Bolt out of there, erasing it from your memory.
   C) Find her boyfriend and spill the beans.

3) A FRIEND TELLS YOU HE/SHE IS IN LOVE. THE PERSON THEY LIKE IS A TOTAL GEEK. THEY ASK YOU TO KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT. YOU:
   A) Laugh about it on your own time.
   B) Tell a few friends, but swear them to secrecy.
   C) Tell everyone you've ever known and tease him/her all day.

7) YOU FIND AN OLD TAPE OF YOUR EX-BEST FRIEND SINGING THE CHORUS TO "THE SOUND OF MUSIC" IN THE SHOWER, WAY OFF KEY. THIS COULD BE YOUR CHANCE TO GET REVENGE. YOU DECIDE TO:
   A) Send the tape to her with a nasty note attached. You will forgive yourself some day for not using it for blackmail.
   B) Give it to your D.J. to play at the next
dance.
C) Make 45 copies and sell them at lunch.

8) YOU SPEND THE NIGHT AT A FRIEND'S HOUSE FOR THE FIRST TIME. HE/SHE SNORES AS LOUD AS AN ERUPTING VOLCANO. YOU GET NO SLEEP WHATSOEVER. YOU COME TO SCHOOL WITH HUGE BAGS UNDER YOUR EYES. PEOPLE ASK YOU WHY. YOU SAY:
   A) I can't sleep in new places.
   B) You will NEVER believe how loud he/she snores.
   C) He/she moves around a lot at night.

9) DURING GYM CLASS, YOU NOTICE THAT BETTY'S FLY IS DOWN. YOU START LAUGHING Hysterically. WHEN YOUR FRIENDS ASK YOU WHAT'S UP, YOU REPLY:
   A) Betty's fly is down.
   B) Scream "Hey Betty, your fly is down!"
   C) Get control of yourself and just shrug.

10) YOU SEE LARRY PUTTING AN EMBARRASSING QUESTION IN THE HEALTH QUESTION BOX. WHEN THE TEACHER READS IT IN CLASS YOU:
    A) Scream "I know who wrote that", but don't tell who.
    B) Say "Nice question Larry!"
    C) Smirk at your knowledge.

QUIZ ANSWERS

1) a=2, b=3, c=1  6) a=3, b=1, c=2
2) a=3, b=2, c=1  7) a=1, b=3, c=2
3) a=1, b=2, c=3  8) a=1, b=3, c=3
4) a=3, b=1, c=2  9) a=2, b=3, c=1
5) a=1, b=3, c=2  10) a=2, b=3, c=1

CATEGORIES

22-30 A TRUE GOSSIP!!!!
You care more about your feelings than anyone else's. You jump at the chance to start rumors and ruin people's reps. At this rate, your only friend will be yourself.

11-21 CHATTER-BOX!!!!
You have respect for people's feelings in some situations. But when you know a good laugh will come out of it, you don't hold back.

10 THE LITTLE ANGEL!!!!
You could keep a secret from court. Even the feelings of your enemies count. This could be a good thing, but hey, when opportunity knocks, at least open the door.

You'll never believe what I just saw....
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Hayet Adhanom
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**PULLS**

- Dallas Cowboys: 69%
- Buffalo Bills: 31%
- Running shoes: 45%
- Basketball sneakers: 55%
- Elmo: 67%
- Grover: 33%

- Marshalls: 78%
- TJ Maxx: 21%
- Country: 8%
- Winter: 18%
- Rock: 92%
- Summer: 82%
- Olympic rings

- Nike: 84%
- Reebok: 16%
- Short hair: 45%
- Silk boxers: 67%

- Pleated: 83%
- Striped: 17%
- Long hair: 55%
- Flannel boxers: 33%

- Baggy jeans: 90%
- Tight jeans: 10%
- White socks: 75%

- Home Improvement: 74%
- Roseanne: 26%
- Hats Forward: 67%

- Barren: 29%
- Lambchop: 71%
- L.L. Bean: 80%
- Eddie Bauer: 20%

- Baseball/Softball: 57%
- Lacrosse: 43%
- Hats Backwards: 33%

- Plain M&M's: 54%
- Peanut M&M's: 46%

- Snowboarding: 23%
- Skiing: 77%
Mrs. Trela- "I'm just ducky!" Serena Currie- "David, my hypothesis is you spilled the glue (again)!
"Mr. Wenstrom- "I have this friend..." Cembe Atkins- "I am NOT in a clique!" Mrs. Aldrich- "Petunias!" Everyone- "LET IT GO, CAROLE!" Mr. Connolly- "I don't know, can you?" Brett Arkuss & Brendan Sandel- "Is that from the Gap? If not, burn it!" Ms. Lane- "HANS!" Kristen Betts & Laura Nevison- "There was this fly..." Mrs. Kaiter- "FYI! FYI!" Maureen Hanley- "I'm not crazy!" Mr. Podgurski- "1...2...3...CLAP!" Joe Conway, Chris Boland, & Mike Carey- "I'm hee-uh!" Mr. Stern- "Careful!" Stacey Lowell- "I'm bored!" Mrs. Moynihan- "I can't stress enough!" Aline Baly- "Can I have sixty cents?" Ms. Keiger- "Holy bananas!" Melanie Mailahn- "Yeah right, whatever!" Mr. Grant- "You have no friends!" Dr. Curtin- "Eat it or throw it away!" Eric Whitney- "Jared, give me my homework!" Mr. Podgurski- "Hush your bods!" Lacey Gallagher- "Are you okay? Are you dying? Can I watch?" Mrs. Trela- "D'off your caps, gentlemen!" Lauren Sardina & Jennie Lemaitre- "Long live Alfred!" Mrs. Aldrich- "Peachy keen!" Jemile Langlais- "Whoop, there it is!" Mrs. Flowers- "What is your name?" Sarah Fogler- "Well,
yeah..." Miss Keiger - "Hush up, David!" Andy Haines - "Bill!
" Mr. Stern - "Come on people!" Mr. Dimare - "Zackford! WHAT are you doing?!" Colleen Dolan - "Um, whata daycallit..." Mr. Leone's classes - "I'D LIKE A PIECE OF MEAT!!" Michelle Maher - "I'm sorry!" Mrs. Morgan - "Come on people!" Laura Burns - "Brooks!" Mr. Atkinson - "Put the boards DOWN!" Jason Hetherington - "That was wrong!" Katie Ward-Waller - "Alrighty!
Gladys Foreman - "Caca!" Kevin Wu - "Your point being?" Julia Case - "That one went over my head!" Scott Yearwood - "Amen!" Bethany Andeson - "Around, around, around, jog, jog, jog!" Urvashi Upadhyay - "Wowsers!" Jess Moon - "Cool beans!" Johnny Reese - "What is your problem?" Sarah Stevenson - "Woh major!" Ned Parker - "I don't think so!" Grant Brown - "Très funky!" Courtney Lowell - "I don't get it!" Joe Conway - "You have WAY too much time on your hands!" Jess Myles - "Whoa!" Bethany Andeson - "KISS IT!" Loryn Traversi - "What's up, the sky!" Becky May - "That's stupid!" Mary Ellen Mills - "That's so scary!" Melissa Cameron - "I hate you!" Christi Cammarata - "It kicks!" Stacey Lowell - "The try was there!" Meghan Cozzens - "Hey, wazup!" Ned Parker - "Mary, will you go out with me?" Mary Hajjar - "Okay!" Brendan Sandel - "867-5309" Grant Brown - "Be gone, evil one!" Katie Ward-Waller and Urvashi Upadhyay - "Oh dear!" Lauren Sardina - "Who? What? Where? When? Why? (and sometimes) How? Tell ME!" Greg Gresham - "Matt, put your hand down!" Liz Webster - "Sexy!" Mia Knight - "I love Deion Sanders!" Matt Cristy - "I'm a weasel!" Aki Inasaka - "Fine, okay." Mr. Grant - "Josh, go sit by the window and watch for snipers!" Mary Hajjar - "I like Ned, no I like Todd!" Nellie Preble & Laura Nevison -
"That's spectacular!" Ms. Hendrickson- "You guys, get busy!" Kelly O'Neil- "Sorry Mr. Grant!" Bonnie Wylie- "Thank you sooo much!" Chris Boland- "My name is Romain." Lindsay MacDonald- "How many calories does this have in it?" Jim Francis- "Can I have some lip stuff?" Courtney Crawford- "I'm not hairy!" Will Hamilton- "Guess what? Hi!!" Gladys Foreman & Drew Busa- "Hey dude!" Sarah Fogler- "Hold on!" Russell Turnquist- "Yeah, yeah, no, yeah, no, no, yeah!" Meagan Maurer- "Wait!" Carole Cahill- "Petooties!" Everybody- "Joe, you have such a big head!" Dembe Atkins- "I love me!" Tim Gosier- "Smooches!" Sarah Tapply- "Oh my God, really!" Ben Hubley- "Bertrand." Julia Case- "Tell me about it!" Anne Hanson- "I like you." Lizzie Adelman- "Can't you do something constructive?!" Writing committee- "What do you mean it's gone?!" Writing committee- "Where's the backup?!"
Ms. Diemert's Homeroom

Mrs. Keating's Homeroom

Ms. McCann's Homeroom
Mrs. Boudrot's Homeroom

Mrs. Davidson's Homeroom

Ms. Gamponia's Homeroom

Mr. Miller's Homeroom
REMEMBER WHEN

Mr. Wensstrom said, "I like girls. I like girls A LOT!" during class. Gladys F. and Jemile L. had the Wet Willie stage. There was a sub in English and Laura N. and Kristin B. couldn't stop laughing. Mrs. Cotter was Miss Glynn. Carole C. scored a field hockey goal this year in the last two seconds of the game. We watched the "Am I Normal" video in 8th grade Health. The basketball team shaved their heads. During the Talent Show dress rehearsal Kristin B's skirt fell off. We had the 7th grade music class - Jim F. threw up in Mrs. Rodriguez's class. Liz W. went into the goal instead of the ball in field hockey. We had to do table captains - A toothpick cost $5,000 in science. Ms. Hendrickson was learning everyone's name. Mr. Stern always used Lechmere as an example. Bethany and Joey L. started the non-walk out - Mike B. dog came into music class (7th grade). Mr. Grant called Eric D. Pinical Boy. Mr. Stern was having a hissy with the computer at yearbook. Lindsay was the role of Ivana in "Li Abner." We finally got a soda machine. The football team had a good season. We had a tea party after our manners unit with Mrs. Davidson in seventh grade. Mrs. Howe was pregnant. Mrs. Cotter was trying to teach everyone how to do the moonwalk. Julia C. had pink plastic glasses. Angie Dubac didn't like swimming, now she's a fish!

-Cembe and Mike H. had a flirting bet. Jen L. went on strike in Computer. Sarah F. and Kelly O. had the bright green costumes in the talent show in 6th grade. Peter U. and Jim got sick because of the lip gloss in locker 65. The people came from Newton for chorus. Claudia said she had left her backpack at an away game, so Mr. Wensstrom went looking all over for it and it turned out to be in our locker room.

Tim G. fell off the stool and table in science. We had the amazing 1993 TALENT SHOW. Mr. Leone had hair. The 8th graders seemed so big. Mr. Wensstrom grew a beard. Mrs. Davidson threw Peter U.'s bag out the door. Drew got stuck in the locker in 6th grade. We had all those snow days. Kirsten S. killed a dog in French. Liz W. and Gladys accidentally kissed in the hallway. High School seemed so far away.

That's What Friends Are For!!
Imagine

Foreign Language
SUPERLATIVES

BEST SMILE-
Todd Shuttleworth
Tim Gosier
Bethany Anderson

BEST HAIR-
Matt Coty
Mary Hajjar
Gladys Foreman

MESSIEST LOCKER-
Lacey Gallagher
and Ginnie Hess
Claudia Folgar,
Katey Williams,
and Stacey Lowell

BEST DRESSED-
Chanel Miller
Kirsten Studlien
Mike Barry

MOST ATHLETIC-
Nellie Preble
Becky May
Liz Cope

LOVE TRIANGLES-
Brendan Sandel, Russell Turnquist, Brett Arkuss
Ned Parker, Dave Wild, Jon Woodard
Michelle Maher, Brooke Murphy, Kim James

BEST EYES-
Mike Harney
Julia Hill
Courtney Lowell

MOST ATHLETIC-
Kelly Schultz
Andy Loynd
Jim Francis
Prophecies

Carolyn Adams - Professional Painter
Lizzie Adelman - First Woman President
Hayet Adhanom - President of the Michael Jordan Fan Club
Bethany Andreson - Pediatrician
Brett Arkuss - Statistician
Karen Armstrong - Manicurist
Aprill Aronie - Ringmaster
Cembe Atkins - Love Connection Host
Russell Ballard - Race Car Driver
Aline Baly - Professional Field Hockey GoAlie
Annie Bareford - The Next Joan Rivers
Casey Barnard - Biologist
Mike Barry - Professional Hair Product Designer
Andrew Beaton - Senator
Julie Beckerclite - Boston Pops Player
Kristin Betts - Belly dancer
Jason Bockenk - The Next Donald Duck
Chris Boland - Professional Soccer GoAlie
Gregory Bourque - Student
Kari Brazler - Newscaster
Grant Brown - Granola Gunstar
Laura Burns - Owner of a Clothing Store
Drew Busea - Sound Effects Man for Kelloggs Corn Flakes
Carole Cahill - Three Day Event Rider
Melissa Cameron - Background Dancer for Janet Jackson
Christi Cammarata - Saturday Night Live Host
Mike Carey - Professional Hat Fitter
Megan Carroll - Veterinarian
Julia Case - Co-ed Camp Counselor
Charlie Comey - Firefighter
Joe Conway - Owner of a Ski/Snowboard Shop
Liz Cope - Fly Fisher
Matt Coty - Bartender
Meghan Cozzens - Professional Clown
Courtney Crawford - Critic
Matt Cristy - Game Show Host
Serena Currie - Hair Dresser
Eric DeLemarter - Founder of the 8th Continent
Eric Dentino - Probation Officer
Colleen Dolan - Flight Attendant
Melissa Drobnis - Environmentalist
Jacco Drop - Grant Brown's Sidekick
Angela Dubuc - Fire Fighter
Greg Dunlap - Cartoonist
Sarah Fogler - Olympic Down Hill Skier
Jason Foley - Electrician
Claudia Folgar - M.T.V Host
Dory Folk - Trident Gum Taster
Gladys Foreman - The Next Pantene Model
Tim Fossett - Sports Commentator
Jim Francis - Catcher for the Red Sox
Caitlin Gaffey - Prosecutor
Lacey Gallagher - Yoga Instructor
Mike Gladkin - The leader of "Jets" (the health video)
Geoff Gomez - Gum Salesman
Tim Gosier - Star on In Living Color
Greg Gresham - U.S Air Force Pilot
Melissa Guy - Waitress
Andy Haines - Naturalist
Mary Hajjar - Marriage Counselor
Melissa Hailey - Creator of "Taz" Clothing line
Will Hamilton - Money Manager
Maureen Hanley - Pig Farmer
Ann Hanson - Photographer
Ross Hanson - Entrepreneur
Mike Harney - DJ
Jason Hatziliadis - Auto Mechanic
Ginnie Hess - Owner of "Sax Appeal"
Jason Hetherington - The Next Sherlock Holmes
Whitney Hey - Singer
Julia Hill - Earring Model
David Hill - New Owner of the Mc Donald's Franchise
Lise Holdorf - Mathematician
Warren Holtman - "English" Teacher
Christopher Hossfeld - Professional Pianist
Ben Hubley - Rock Musician
Akiyoshi Inasaka - Owner of a Mazda dealership
Peter Jacoby - Professional Saxophonist
Kim James - Hornets Fan
Mia Knight - Mrs. Deion Sanders
Jon Korn - President of the Hair Club for Men
Jemile Langlais - Calvin Klein Model
Jennie Lematre - Caribbean Travel Agent
Joey Lenox - Game Show Host
Adam Ling - Mad Scientist
Courtney Lowell - The Next Krissy Taylor
Stacey Lowell - The Next Nik Taylor
Andy Loynd - Celtics Player
Lindsay Macdonald - Shrink
Michelle Malher - Psychologist
Melanie Maliah - Movie Critic
Mike Malcolm - Baseball Card Shop Owner
Keith Maley - Meteorologist
Inko Marcaide - Professional Soccer Player
Meghan Maro - Circus Ring Master
Ryan Matley - French Teacher
Meagan Maurer - Mousketeer
Becky May - Crash Test Dummie
Ryan McVinney - Electrical Engineer
Chanel Miller - Chief of the Fashion Police
Mary Ellen Mills - Scuba Diver
Jess Moon - Chess Teacher
Katie Morrissey - Mr. Pod's Trivia Maker
Brooke Murphy - Gossip Columnist
Rob Murphy - Math Team Teacher
Josh Musicant - Casio Watch Maker
Jess Myles - Hippie
Chris Neptune - Hair Extensions Model
Ross Netherton - WAAF DJ
Laura Nevison - Jazz Teacher
Alden Nuse - Track Star
Kelly O'Neil - Regional Manager of the Body Shop
Susan Oulighan - Librarian
Sharon Paisner - Play Director
Ned Parker - Divorce Court Lawyer
Elizabeth Payne - District Singer
Nellie Preble - Founder of the Woman's NBA
Allison Price - Professional Ice Skater
Beth Quill - Horse Jockey
Joanna Rees - Supreme Court Justice
Johnny Reese - Comedian
Matt Reid - Actor
Andrea Richards - Cook
Tyler Rodday - Athletic Trainer
David Rossini - Jimmy Buffet's Assistant
Erica Sadlow - Horse Breeder
Brendan Sandel - Lip Balm Taster
Lauren Sardina - Narrator for National Geographic Videos
Hans Scheifele - President of Hewlett-Packard
Andrew Schlaikjer - Toothpick Bridge Builder
Billy Schmitz - President of Nintendo
Amy Schnitzer - Librarian
Kelly Schultz - WWF Wrestler
Georgia Sessum - Poet
James Sheehan - Professional Bowler
Todd Shuttleworth - Professional Trumpeter
Jeff Smith - Cartoonist
Kenan Smith - Toll Booth Collector
Pam Spellert - Marine Biologist
Kate Spooner - Veterinarian
Sarah Stevenson - Opera Singer
Kirsten Studlien - Owner of Lip Smackers
Jason Tanner - The Second Prince
Sarah Tapply - President of a Bank
Caitlin Taylor - Professional Hunter / Showjumper
Tim Thomas - Mr. Gordon's Replacement
Loryn Traversi - Dalmatian Breeder
Russell Turnquist - Leader of the Band
Justin Twomey-Mercurio - Bubbalicious Tester
Peter Ullrich - Olympic Swimmer
Urvashi Upadhyay - Neurosurgeon
Jared Upton-Cosulich - Astronomer
Nicole Viens - Hair Stylist
Katie Ward-Waller - Librarian
Liz Webster - Feminist
Eric Whitney - Professional Cellist
Tom Wild - Rocket Scientist
David Wild - College Basketball Coach
Katey Williams - Architect
Bobby Windheim - Math Teacher
Jeff Wood - Owner ofUMBros
Jon Woodard - Next Jimmie Hendrix
Josh Wright - T.V. Show Laugher (Laughing Box)
Kevin Wu - Toronto Maple Leafs Manager
Bonnie Wylie - Park Ranger
Scott Yearwood - X-Men Cardstore Owner
David Zaccheo - Photographer
David Zippin - Shoe Salesman
Little bunny foo-foo hopping though the forest, picking up the field mice and bopping them on the head. Down came the good fire chief and she said.....

Gotta love me!

I love palace life, and my servants love me!

You can't have this lunch, it's MINE, ALL MINE!
Quick, somebody help put my head back on. It fell off during a math test.

Gimme a break. Why doesn't she tell them the truth?

...on behalf of the panel, I would like to say...

Hardy, Har, Har I got me a wife!
Let's Forget

The fire at Sanborn (6th grade)
Ending of relationships
Going to court
Waking up early for the ski trip
Bus drivers
Barney
Papers
The girls basketball and soccer teams
David W. shaving his head
Firedrills in the winter
Pegged jeans
CAT's
High bangs
The song we sang at the end of our CCHS tour
Ned and Mary together
School lunches
Computation
Vocab quizzes
Pop quizzes and tests
Running in gym
Table Captains
Saturday Night Lives
That SNL dance (Nov. 20)
Mark Sweet
When Kelly and Sarah sprayed their locker with awful perfume
Interims / Report Cards
When Mr. Stern was singing and talking to the computer in yearbook
Ballroom dancing
Our Spring Dance (Mar. 4)
The Electric Slide